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The drivers for rationalising life sciences supply chains are stronger 
than ever today. Continued high levels of industry churn through 
mergers, acquisitions and portfolio swaps, added to the perpetual 
need to keep operations lean and cost-efficient, create an ongoing 
need to streamline operations. Operational reviews also provide a 
chance to increase capacity or rethink ownership.

Yet in operational restructuring it’s easy to underestimate the 
planning requirement, especially in relation to legal, technical and 
regulatory activities. Regulatory affairs departments, in particular 
their post-approval chemistry manufacturing and controls (CMC) 
groups, will have so many other priorities vying for their attention 
that they may lack the capacity to assess and manage the regulatory 
implications of site transfers to the degree that is needed.  

As commercial decisions are made, it is crucial not to neglect the 
importance of promptly re-registering products (e.g. in line with 
a change in location) for instance, and the associated regulatory 
submission workload. If this activity is not built into plans and 
costings, firms could risk gaps in supply. 

Based on Kinapse’s considerable experience of managing the 
regulatory aspects of manufacturing site consolidation, from strategy 
development to revised market authorisation, for a diverse range of 
companies over the years, we have created this guidance document 
as a checklist of considerations.
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1. Scoping your regulatory requirements

Prioritisation and project management are critical to ensure that regulatory considerations are 
appropriately scoped and planned. It is advisable to take a strategic and holistic view of these 
- rather than bring in external resource on a tactical basis, e.g. solely to prepare and process 
submissions documents. By engaging a more complete and proactive service companies will benefit 
from a deeper level of support from experienced practitioners who will ask the right questions, 
prompt the right decisions and ensure that nothing is missed.

Making your Regulatory partner part of the strategy development process, and embedding them 
within the internal team, is recommended. These experienced experts will know exactly how to 
assess the regulatory impact of new site planning - the mitigations and specific input that will 
be required (e.g. redaction of commercially sensitive information during document preparation). 
Where product lines are transferring to a contract manufacturer, there are likely to be additional 
considerations due to differences in standard operating procedures and quality management 
systems.  Where the team tasked with preparing regulatory filings, and managing these through to 
authorisation, must deal with a third party, such factors will need to be accounted for in the overall 
planning and costing. 

It can be harder to influence contracted manufacturers’ timelines too, potentially leading to 
unforeseen delays in completing and filing updated registrations. These delays could range from 
weeks to months, with costs running to many millions of dollars for a globally distributed product. 
It can take up to two years to achieve approved re-registrations across 150+ markets. This could 
be just to change the site address, provide a Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) statement and 
a handful of other ancillary documents. Before long, the scale of submissions could expose the 
company to tens of millions of dollars in lost revenues if approvals aren’t achieved in time.
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2. Maintaining lines of communication

Among the common sources of project breakdowns and failed delivery are fragmented processes 
and a poor line of sight across the end-to-end process and functional teams. Ideally those 
responsible for executing registrations will interact directly with commercial teams and in-country 
representatives, and have access to the submission strategy as well as the execution plan. This can 
lead to better optimised capacity and cost efficiencies, e.g. through the ability to blend on-/off-/near-
shore cost models, and the ability to drive continuous improvement based on what has worked well 
at other firms.

Another clear advantage of having a service team that’s embedded in the organisation – especially 
if the company also manages other outsourced services, such as broader regulatory outsourcing, 
medical writing, document redaction, pharmacovigilance activities and more – is that they will have 
developed a rounded, fuller knowledge of your company’s products. This in turn can provide scope 
for more holistic advice about potential risk factors or scope for greater efficiency improvements.

 

3. Driving operational improvements  
  via data analytics

As part of delivering an effective regulatory service to support site rationalisation, a reputable 
service partner will be tracking requirements, processes and performance to ensure success. As part 
of this, they will distil new data insights which could help drive additional operational improvements 
and further reduce risk. A good partner will be able to provide this intelligence, and help interpret 
it, so both parties can decide on a positive course of action. In this way, a regulatory intelligence 
capability can help reposition the Regulatory element of site consolidation as a business contributor, 
with appreciable value to budget controllers. 

Look too for a service company that offers the option to apply innovative tools and technology aids 
to automate labour-intensive processes – if your company is willing to co-invest in their use. This 
could prove a further source of cost and productivity improvement.
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4. Resource & cost measurement

When drawing on external help with managing the regulatory-related aspects of manufacturing 
transfers, you are likely to be offered the choice of service options.  In defining the operating model 
and RACI matrix it is important to consider a range of factors including internal capacity, volume 
forecasting, product and market prioritisation, maturity and expertise of the service provider team, 
blend of off-shore / on-shore teams etc.

A suggested breakdown of activities, based on best practises collected across multiple 
programs and clients are outlined in the table below:

 

In estimating regulatory workloads, accuracy of measurement is key – a subject covered in another 
recent Kinapse white paper, A meaningful measure of Regulatory volume.

A service provider with experience of creating and managing high volumes of regulatory submissions 
across a broad client base will know what makes for a relatively straightforward or complex workload. 
This should enable more granular, tiered billing - instead of a one-size-fits-all or overly simple volume-
based model. Look for an ability to break submissions down into constituent tasks, for even greater 
accuracy in estimating resources and costs. 

Using a computational framework and a proven formula can remove a common source of tension and 
administrative burden between a company and its service provider, by removing any bias.

Activity

Regulatory Strategy 

Gap Analysis

Regulatory Assessment

Submission Planning

Authoring

Publishing

Agency submission

Approval

Client Provider
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5. Compliance & risk considerations    
  (Follow the ‘5C’ Principle)

Unless regulatory compliance is at the forefront of site consolidation planning, any savings gained 
from the operational reorganisation could be lost in the resulting risks to the supply pipeline.

The regulatory intelligence built up as part of the managed regulatory service delivery, should help 
avert this. If, in the process of scoping the regulatory implications of the site transfer, the service 
provider’s team uncovers outdated product information, for instance, the ability to act on this before 
new stock is shipped could help head off a potential crisis.

Following the simple ‘5C’ principle of Collect, Curate, Compare, Concur and Correct as 
depicted below, is an example of robust and proven methodology to ensure reducing 
risk and ensuring regulatory compliance for site transfers.

Beware cutting corners
As a final point, it’s important to remember the quality/price trade-off when engaging with external 
service providers. Too often life sciences companies risk sacrificing control and quality by chasing the 
economies represented by offshore service delivery for regulatory process management, especially 
as they reorganise and try to strip costs from operations. To ensure that nothing is sacrificed in the 
process, keep in mind opportunities presented by external partners to blend offshore or near-shore 
cost efficiencies with direct local control over delivery and service quality. It’s important to build in 
the scope for at least some on-site presence, certainly. Even if this is an offshore team member who 
comes on site, this will enable valuable ‘face time’ as these complex and interconnected change 
processes unfold.

Collect Curate

Communicate 
gaps to client

Compare Registration 
Management System 

data with Site documents 
to confirm supply chain

Engagement 
with Client on
remediation

submission strategy

Collect core 
documents from site 

(batch formula, 
manufacturing process, 

sites, specifications, 
analytical procedures, shelf 
life, storage conditions etc.)

Confirm supply chain 
Review core 

documents being 
followed at sites 

against the approved 
core and country 

dossier.

Perform gap 
analysis and

 identify gaps

Compare

Prepare and 
Agree regulatory 

submission 
strategy to close

the gaps

Concur

Prepare CMC 
variation 

applications
(Aligned with 

regulatory Lifecycle 
maintenance 

schedule)

Correct
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About Kinapse 
Kinapse is recognised as a leading advisory and operational services provider to the global Life 
Sciences industry. Founded by professionals from the biopharmaceutical sector, the company 
provides its services across the full R&D and commercialisation life-cycle, collaborating with its clients 
to improve the lives of patients, through a unique Advise – Build – Operate delivery model.

19 of the global top 25 life sciences companies rely on the breadth of Kinapse’s world class advisory 
and operational services to analyse, implement and perform a wide range of projects and programs 
across global markets, delivering quantifiable business benefits and operational success.

Headquartered in the UK, Kinapse has over 700 staff located in Europe, India and USA.

For more information, get in touch: 

www.kinapse.com/contact-us

Stuart Goodall
Head of Regulatory
stuart.goodall@kinapse.com
+44 (0) 208 946 7600

Amit Kumar Das
Senior Manager, CMC
amit.das@kinapse.com
+91 (0) 124 6698100

Niamh Panesar
Senior Manager, CMC
niamh.panesar@kinapse.com
+44 (0) 208 946 7600
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